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 Heschel 1785
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(Light gathering power)
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Jupiter, ground based image with AO, TNG
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Astronomer in the XVII century (still nowadays the popular perception)
• Lenses
• Eye at the eyepiece
• Rulers
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Resolution (or “Definition”)
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An old problem
Specola Uni. Bo.  XVIII Cent.
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 The most serious aberration, affecting performances of the first 
telescopes, was the 
chromatic aberration.
 It increases with lens power, i.e. with increasing curvature of 
the surfaces.“Flatter” lenses are less affected, but have a larger 
f number  
that is a larger focal lenght for the same aperture
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You can get a larger telescope (more powerful and less 
aberrated) by stretching the  preexisting concept …
Hevelius telescope, Danzig 1670, “Machina coelestis”
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.
But indefinite expansion of a model is impossible (Galileo):
technical, structural, ...financial limits  will at some point appear
Frascati, Villa Aldobrandini
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Newton built the first “reflecting” telescope
(free from  cromatic aberration)
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Mirrors vs. lenses
MANY ADVANTAGES OF MIRRORS
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MANY ADVANTAGES OF MIRRORS
• No cromatic aberration
• No absorbtion  of light in the glass 
• Easier to build and polish (a single surface)
• Easier to keep in position
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• Light path must be folded for better use
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First reflectors
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Herschel’s (~1785) and Lord Rosse’s (~1850) 
reflectors
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Sketch of a spiral galaxy (M51)  observed by Lord Rosse (≈1850)
and a contemporary CCD picture of the same galaxy
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Refractors and Reflectors
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Yerkes, the last large refractor (Φ=1m, f= 20m) 
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Achromatic objective of the Yerkes 1m telescope, 
the largestAstronomical refractor (1897) 
The objective is made by two 1m lenses:
positive and negative (achromatic doublet)
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Yerkes 1m, the largest astronomical refractor
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 Moon 1901, Yerkes                                                         M15, 1901, Yerkes , exposure 5h
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 Mt.Wilson 100”
Discovery of the expansion 
of the
 Universe (Hubble 1929)
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Dimensions  ~  30 m
Total weight ~ 500 tons
Primary F/3.5
M1 thickness 60 cm
M1 weight 20 ton
Large structure and 
large thermal mass
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 Hard  life for astronomers!
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The Palomar 200” represented for 40 years
the limit in large telescope construction 
• Efficiency of photographic plates was around 1%; photocatodes 
in photomultipliers and panoramic detectors were reaching 20%.
• No point in pushing telescope dimensions beyond the 200”, when 
wasting  most of the light in the detection process. For a long 
season  telescopes size did not grow: increase in detector 
efficiency was providing  a big enhancement in telescope 
performances (KItt Peak, CFHT, ESO 3.6m ..)
• After CCD reached almost 100% DQE, RON of a few e- ,  and 
dark current of 1 e-  /hour/pxl (“perfect detector”), possibility of 
improvement moved again on D.
• Palomar could not be replicated on a larger scale (an attempt was 
done with the URSS 6m.  …)		 	          but there is more ….
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Bruno Marano - Asiago Winter School
Resolution is affected by aberrations & seeing
FWHM  worse than  predicted by diffraction 
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Thermal atmospheric turbulence
Sunlight reaching the ground after passing through the
exaust air of a powerful cooling system
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Sunlight through thermal turbulence
Sunlight
Clear warm air exaust
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again Sunlight trough thermal turbulence
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F1 start (look  at the white and red line down the strip)
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Seeing
•  On very small aperture (f.i. eye) the effect 
is “scintillation”
• On a 10-30 cm aperture the image shakes.    
See the sequence of images of the lunar 
crater Clavius on the right                                      
(Credit : P.Salzgeber, www.salzgeber.at/astro/)
• With a large aperture (telescope),  long 
exposures result in a broad  PSF (next slide)
Thermal turbulence perturbs wavefront and hence images.
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The “seeing” 
. 
“Poor ” seeing “Good” seeing
In long exposures a time average is produced, resulting in a loss of definition,
commonly measured as the FWHM of the image of a starlike object.
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Long exp. with different seeing
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Natural seeing vs telescope seeing
Until the ‘80s the
“telescope seeing”
was spoiling the
best natural seeing  
(credit: Sarazin, ESO, 3.6m)
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Old thick mirrors
The 5m mirror blank of 
the Mt.Palomar telescope 
after cooling.
Its thickness (>60cm), 
provides the needed 
stiffness.
“20 tons of glass to 
maintain in the right 
shape 1 gram  of Al”
34
Carnegie Inst., Wash.
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Passive control of the seeing
• For many years the general believe was that the “natural” 
seeing in the best sites could not be better that ~1”.
•In the ’70s-early ’80s  it was fully realized that “natural” 
seeing can be much better and that in conventional telescopes 
the “dome” significantly contributed to the  seeing.
•  Racine (CFHT, Mauna Kea) pionered this work, showing 
that thermal equilibrium between a large telescope and air 
could produce a  seeing well below 1” (incipient resolution of 
stars in M31 GC obtained).
• Recipes for new telescopes: mass reduction, ventilation…
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 “New Technology” 
Short focal length of M1 ( f/2)
Thin and light M1
Active control of M1
Alt-AZ mount
Compact and corotating building
Reduced heat production
Heat exaust pipes put at distance
Make it shorter and  lighter!   
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The focal lenght of M1 drives the length of the telescope and the dimensions of the 
building; it drives therefore thermal mass and building costs.
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ESO New Technology Telescope
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ESO 3.6m vs. NTT (3.5m)
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TNG  - a slight evolution of NTT
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NTT was a pathfinder for ESO VLT units
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ESO VLT: active control of M1 and M2
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VLT M1 (meniscus, 8.2m, F/2)
22/02/13 Bruno Marano - Telescopi (ii) 
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VLT M1 (meniscus, 8.2m, F/2)
22/02/13 Bruno Marano - Telescopi (ii) 
Thickness 17.5 cm:
the mirror is “floppy”
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Thin meniscus
Meniscus is obtained heating
a flat glass mold and “slanting” it.
(production of a lens for the LBT PF
Corrector)
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A technique adopted  since long time 
Athens, Nazional Museum, III Sec. b.C.
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Active optical support for VLT M1
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ESO VLT  Four 8m UTs 12 focal statios
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IL VLTI, il sistema di telescopi interferometrici di ESO al Cerro Paranal 
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 Comparison between Mt. Palomar and VLT 
M1 8.2m
M1 5.0m
Φ =37m l =29m
VLTMt. Palomar
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 Comparison between Mt. Palomar and VLT 
M1 8.2m
M1 5.0m
Φ =37m l =29m
VLTMt. Palomar
Palomar dome scaled 
to an 8.2m M1
Φ= 61 m
St.Peter Rome Φ= 41 m 
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• Short focal lenght of the primary mirror ( f/1-f/2)
• Thin and/or light primary mirror
• Active control of the primary
• Alt-AZ mount
• Compact and corotating building
New generation telescopes:
Eso NTT, VLT; TNG; KECK, LBT…….E-ELT
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Honeycomb mirrors
The mirror is stiff, but the glass layer is thin: 
easy thermal contact with air, low mass
The parabolic front surface is  
generated in a rotating oven.
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LBT main mirror preparation
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Casting an 8.4 diameter mirror for the
Large Binocular Telescope (1)
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 Casting an 8.4 diameter mirror for the
Large Binocular Telescope (2)
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 Casting an 8.4 diameter mirror for the
Large Binocular Telescope (2)
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Other  approaches to lightweight mirrors: 
Honeycomb (Large Binocular Telescope,..) 
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The maximum size for a monolithic  mirror
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        Foci:Large Binocular Telescope
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Even if produced, a larger monolithic mirror could not be transported  
and handled. ELTs  M1 concepts are based on mosaics of  mirrors.
The monolitic  8.4m Mirror transported to
Mount Graham
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Keck segmented M1
footerslide
EELT main mirror  segments 
under test
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Correction through  active compensation of light path differences:  
Adaptive Optics
66
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LBT Adaptive M2
Testing the adaptive secondary 
of the Large Binocular Telescope 
(2x8.4m  mirrors)
Courtesy of A.Riccardi67
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Not that easy: Testing the first prototype
of an adaptive secondary (ADS & Microgate, ITALY) 
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Space vs ground
HST LBT with adaptive Secondary
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AO in action: “real time” movie
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European-ELT (ESO))
• diameter ≈40 m
• mosaic
• advanced AO: telescope 
provides instruments with 
diffraction limited  images: 
“adaptive telescope”
•First light: 2022+
• Cost: 1000M+Eu, partially 
existing in the ESO budget
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E-ELT - 2022 (?)
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